


a world cultural heritage city, 
and a historically and culturally famous Chinese city 
Located at the confluence of the Yangtze River and China Grand Canal, 
200 km away from Shanghai, with a founding history of more than 2500 years

Yangzhou:



Based on the gardens, a urban sports park system is built, 

full of sport vigor and humanistic charm 



By hosting more high level sports tourism activities, 

we have promoted the deep integration of sports events, 

cultural resources and tourism industry.



to let the citizens have more fun and exercises

Building sport park system



The golden area in the center of the city which used to build the central 

business district in the past has been reserved for the urban sports parks, 

and green and open central sites for sports and leisure activities.



Let the healthy and progressive spirit of sports be integrated into the minds of the public

Return green space to the citizens, return the scenery 

to the citizens, and return vitality to the citizens



 In a place where the population is relatively concentrated, a comprehensive construction of sports 
parks with ecological conservation, sports, fitness, recreation and entertainment has been started

 In the tight space such as the old city areas and old neighborhood, we have built "pocket park" to 
enable the citizens to have fitness and leisure in the nearest site



Catering to the needs of  the 19th Jiangsu Provincial Sports Games and the 2021 World Horticultural 
Exposition, we are building a urban sports park system boasting balanced distribution, rich functions, 
modern life and landscape art in the whole area of the city.



A total of 194 recreational sports parks have been built 
and put into use in the city

It takes 10 minutes
for the citizens to arrive at a recreational sport park from their home.



Building sports park system 

to let the visitors feel close to Yangzhou 

and recognize Yangzhou



The charming scenery and well-functioned sports parks enable many tourists to go 

to new places and have new fun besides enjoying Slender West Lake, Ge Garden and 

Dongguan Ancient Street Block.



 we have given full consideration
to the needs of tourists for
sightseeing and leisure,

 integrated functions such as
ecology, sports, leisure, tourism,
and popular science.

When building sports parks



We have set up cultural corridors and theme sculptures to make it blend with the 

cultural heritage and historic sites of Yangzhou and integrate local features and spirit of 

the times to enhance the recognition of visitors that the sports parks of Yangzhou are 

also excellent tourist attractions. 

Fuchai Park 24-Hour City Libraries



Yizheng Hongshan Sports Park: a large-scale mountain sports theme park in China

 Developing double powered paraglider, equestrian, karting, cycling around the lake, laser strike, 

archery, motor boats, water walking ball, dragon boat and other sports, leisure and fitness projects



Travel Live Camp
 Providing tourists all kinds of outdoor sports and recreational services including forest adventure, 

tennis competition, outward bound, stropping, cycling tour, etc. 

 holding annually Guazhou International Music Festival, RV camping conference, one thousand-
people tent conference, car festival, receiving 500,000 visitors annually



Yangzhou Jianzhen International Half Marathon
 A marathon running in the city’s parks, evaluated as an IAAF gold race for 5 consecutive years; 

35000 people participate in the race every year



Building sports park system 

to let the city highlight the charm of humanity 

and add vigor to the development



The park is an important part of the city’s ecosystem and landscape system.

After incorporating sports elements and fitness functions, the city becomes 

more friendly and more pragmatic.

Having added humanistic charm

and development vitality to the city of

Yangzhou.

More than 100 sports parks 

have been built in the city



have built "national fitness stations" in all the sports parks integrating 

professional physique testing and 

evaluation, experts’ fitness guidance 

and consultation, and social sports 

instructors’ volunteer service together.



Holding more sports games and sports events in the sports parks

Song Jiacheng Sports Park has

successfully held the FIE Women's Sabre

World Cup (Yangzhou), and Chinese

Fencing Championship. Next week, it

will hold the Table Tennis League of

Chinese Historical and Cultural Cities.



We insist on that the sports parks shall open all the projects free or 

at low cost to attract more citizens and tourists to come to the 

sports parks to participate in fitness consumption



Building sports park system 

to cater to people's needs 

and enhance the city’s quality
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The building of the urban sports park system

 Has been fully affirmed by the public 
and the tourists

 Has won the compliments from 
people who come to Yangzhou to 
work and invest

 This is not only thanks to 
Yangzhou’s deep cultural heritage, 
superior ecological environment,and 
thanks to our compliance with citizens’
and tourists’ pursuit of health and 
happiness.



After rigorous decision making, we decided to

build a new ecological sports park, that is Song

Jiacheng Sports Park, which is close to the world-

class garden, the Slender West Lake, in the core of

historical district.

Originally a lonely dying ancient city ruins, it now

became a popular sports park. By doing so, we have

not only made use of the historical relics, but also

produced a perfect place for leisure and fitness, and

won many praises from the people.

Meet the demand of the people



Having made full use of urban water system, forest, wetland, culture, garden, art and other

resource endowments to reduce the transformation of the original terrain and the destruction of

the original vegetation, with an aim to improve the city’s functions and quality upon the

completion of every park.

扬子津体育休闲公园 三湾湿地公园

Merge the parks into the texture of the city



Building sports park system 

to guide the people’s way of life 

and optimize the city’s development mode



When building the city’s sports park system, we have boldly broken through the traditional

mode of thinking in urban construction. We grow trees and plants first when building new districts,

expanding the green areas first when renovating the old city, setting aside enough green space for

parks first before making plans, and arranging the urban land in line with green corridors and core

green space.



Liaojiagou Central Park

 First built a central activity area, and then formulated the layout of high-speed railway station, 
cultural and creative towns, industrial parks and other functional areas 

 To ensure that the core ecological resource of the city is not destroyed and enough space is 
preserved for further development.



Sports change the life, and sports change the city

 Let more people use the nearby sports park

 Let more tourists yearn for Yangzhou sports park

 Let Yangzhou boast more cultural charm and become more vibrant due to the construction 

and use of sports parks



Welcome to visit the beautiful historical and cultural city of Yangzhou.

It is believed that Yangzhou will be more dynamic as a result of the 

cooperation with the World Union of Olympic Cities. 



Thanks!


